Company Capabilities

Company Overview

Quality performance
It is the policy of Hartland Electric LLC
to maintain a commitment to quality
in every aspect of our business. The
success of this commitment is derived
from the efforts, attitudes and
dedication of our people. We are
proud to earn the Licenses,
certifications and continued education
stamps of approval for the
Department of Labor and economic
growth, which ensure our clients
benefit from a comprehensive set of
quality and environmental standards
accepted statewide. Hartland Electric
provides complete construction and
management services to ever
expanding markets including.







Industrial
Commercial
Residential
Renewable Energy
Sustainability

We possess the unique ability to selfperform critical construction activities
which allow us to maintain tighter
control over quality, cost and schedule.









Demolition
Engineering
Energy Efficient Lighting
Power Factor Correction
Back-up Generators
Solar Design-Installation
Service Maintenance
Contracts

Personnel
Unlimited Trades people
3 -Project Managers
6 -Professionals on Staff

Since our company was founded in 2004, Hartland Electric LLC has grown by
building solid relationships with our clients. We have achieved this by
developing ever improving processes that meet or exceed the needs of our
clients. As a full-service electrical contractor specializing in energy efficient and
sustainability, we work throughout Michigan to provide unique self perform
capabilities. We are proud of our accomplishments.





State Licensed and Insured Electrical Contractor
State accredited Solar Instructor
Manufacture certified contractor for solar
OSHA 30 Safety Certified

Client Satisfaction
Hartland Electric is focused on our clients and it’s evident in our commitment to
safety, budget and schedule. We provide the highest level of integrity, innovation
and value on every project. Our number one goal is to improve our operations
everyday and always provide the highest level of client satisfaction.

Client Testimonials
“Working with Hartland Electric and crew makes our time spent less stressful.
Hartland Electric is very flexible and responsive to our needs.”
Rob Curtis Chem-Trend Inc.
“We will not hesitate to send opportunities to Hartland Electric when they arise.
We are confident that what we request will be handled in a professional and
timely manner. We look forward to a continued relationship with Hartland
Electric.” Terry Shay R Cushman Associates
“ I couldn’t be more satisfied.” James Zerilli - Solar Homeowner

Rely on the company that is changing the way
you power up. Many of our clients are repeat
customers and we are looking to include you to
that growing list. Look for us at the trade
shows. Leading the way through education and
awareness.

